


Welcome to Week 5 of our 
Sea and Shore Explorers topic!

Well done to everyone at home and school for
another great week of learning. We have been
thrilled to see the level of effort that the children
put into their work about caves and fractions last
week and loved the videos that we have received
of children performing the cave poetry. Thank you
for all that you are continuing to do to support us.
Please keep sending photos and videos to our class
email address, so that we can write a feedback
message to your child. We know just how popular
mermaids are with our class, so we hope that you
all love the activities planned for this week!

Our email address is zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk
Mrs Abi  Rich and Mrs Sam Midgley 

mailto:zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk


Today we will be learning about a story called ‘The Singing Mermaid’ by Julia Donaldson.  She has written lots of 
wonderful stories, including ‘The Gruffalo’ and ‘Zog’.  We will be writing character descriptions of the mermaid 
today, as if we were describing her in a story.  

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich reading ‘The Singing Mermaid’ and showing you how to write a character 
description of the mermaid at the beginning of the story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klN80zINUX4.  
This part of the session lasts around 20 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write a character description of the singing mermaid.  Remember to think 
about what she looks like, what she does and how she is feeling.  There is a picture with questions on the next 
page.  There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s writing and some mermaid paper, if you have a printer.  You can use 
this paper for all of the writing activities this week.
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 1

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klN80zINUX4


How is she feeling at the beginning of the story?

What does her tail look like?
Does it remind you of anything?  

What colour is her hair? 
Is it straight, wavy or curly?  
Does it remind you of anything?

The Singing MermaidWhat is she doing?



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video







Today we will be writing a character description of the circus owner, Sam Sly.  He is not a nice man!

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich talking about Sam Sly, the baddie in the story ‘The Singing Mermaid’: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWubCllTg_E. She will show you how to write a character description of 
him, thinking about what he looks like and how he is feeling.   We want people to be able to imagine what he is 
like, just by reading our writing.
This part of the session lasts around 15 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write your own character description of Sam Sly.  There is a picture of him and 
some questions on the next page.  There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s writing.
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 2

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWubCllTg_E


Can you think of 
words to describe 

his face?

Can you think of 
words to describe 

what he is wearing?
How is he feeling?

What is he like?



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Today we will be writing about what happens to the singing mermaid in the middle of the story and how this 
makes her feel.

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich talking about the middle of the story and how this makes the mermaid feel: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hsXTf0kDf4.
This part of the session lasts around 15 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write sentences to describe this part of the story.  There are pictures and 
questions to help you on the next page.  There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s writing.
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 3

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hsXTf0kDf4


How does she feel?

Who did this?
Why did he do this?

What has happened?



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Today we will be writing about how the singing mermaid’s problem gets fixed by her friends at the circus.

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich talking about what the acrobat and the seagull do to help the singing mermaid: add 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k174S7ppAAg.  
This part of the session lasts around 15 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write sentences to describe what the acrobat and the seagull do to fix the 
problem.  There are some pictures and questions on the next page to help you.  There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s 
writing.  
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 4

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k174S7ppAAg


What does she teach the mermaid to do?Who is this?



What did the seagull 
do to help? 



What happened in the end?



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Today we will be writing a new ending to the story ‘The Singing Mermaid’.  We will be imagining that someone 
else who works at the circus will help the singing mermaid to escape!

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich writing a new ending for the story:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uuoi_n47HJc.  
This part of the session lasts around 15 minutes, plus extra time for discussion.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write sentences to describe your own new ending for the story.  There are 
some pictures and questions on the next page, to help you to think of ideas.  There is also a photo of Mrs Rich’s 
writing.  
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 5

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uuoi_n47HJc


Will she escape in 
the day or the 

night?

How could the 
mermaid use one of 

these skills to escape?

Words to help you

swing
ribbon
rope
roll

hoop
balance

cycle
ride



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Phonics
Activities
Please work through the sounds, words and sentences in our separate 
Phonics Week 5 document, which is on the school website. 
There are 5 sessions.  

This week will be reading words with these sounds:  ch, sh, th, ng

We will be learning to read these tricky words:  the, all, no, go, to.



Spelling / Handwriting Session 1 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘so’

Please start by watching this video to learn this word:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dsiyuTQRNM

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘so’ into the Wow Fun 
option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to write, 
such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a wet 
brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a big leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden 
spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; 
writing with icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower 
door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dsiyuTQRNM




How to access Letterjoin at home



You can also learn all of these sounds and letters from this week by using the WOW FUN- Magic Words part 
of  www.letterjoin.co.uk.  Type the word or sound and pick a background.  The access instructions are on the 
next page.
For example:

Click here Choose a background here

Type the word or sound 
for your child here

http://www.letterjoin.co.uk/


Spelling / Handwriting Session 2 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘do’

Please start by watching these videos to learn this word:
Do song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COmqNGmeyZg
Do animation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9iXjneXxzc

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘do’ into the Wow Fun 
option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to write, 
such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a wet 
brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a big leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden 
spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; 
writing with icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower 
door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COmqNGmeyZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9iXjneXxzc




Spelling / Handwriting Session 3 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘some’

Please start by watching this video to learn this word:
Some missing letters game https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwBPdN-BK1Q

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘some’ into the Wow 
Fun option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to 
write, such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a 
wet brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a big leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden 
spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; 
writing with icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower 
door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwBPdN-BK1Q




Spelling / Handwriting Session 4 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘come’

Please start by watching these videos to learn this word:
Come missing letters game https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mG3yhheaqq8
Come song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wMlG0zY0eo

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘come’ into the Wow 
Fun option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to 
write, such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a 
wet brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a big leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden 
spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; 
writing with icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower 
door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mG3yhheaqq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wMlG0zY0eo




Spelling / Handwriting Session 5 (15 minutes)
How to write ‘little’

Please start by watching this video to learn this word:

Little song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Iq2hFV57bQ

Then log into Letterjoin, using the instructions in this guide.  Ask an adult to type ‘little’ into the Wow 

Fun option. There is also a paper worksheet, if you have a printer.  You could also try other ways to 

write, such as: writing in rainbow letters; writing in chalk on a patio and then writing over it again with a 

wet brush to wash it off; writing with a sharpie pen on a big leaf;  writing with an upside down wooden 

spoon in glitter or flour on a baking tray; writing with paint on the end of a cotton bud or feather; 

writing with icing pens on biscuits; writing in sand with your finger; writing on a steamed up shower 

door or mirror.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Iq2hFV57bQ




Home Reading
Please go to https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection and select the following two books for your 
child to read this week from their stage. It has been wonderful to receive videos of the children reading these eBooks, so 
please continue to send these to us at the Zebra email address.  

Stage 3: The Rocket Flight and Chicken Licken
Stage 4: Funfair Fun; A Shock for Nok
Stage 5: The Noisy Day; The Orchard Thief
Stage 6: Don’t Press the Buttons; Worm Song 
Stage 7: Rumpelstiltskin; Sport then and now
Stage 8: The Sands of Akwa; Holo Board Havoc

As well as reading the texts, please use the following ideas to support discussions about what he or she has read:
• Talk about whether he or she likes or dislikes a text, explaining why.
• Stories: Ask your child to re-tell the story in sequence.
• Non-fiction: Ask your child to talk about the key facts that he or she can remember.

There are also activities assigned to your child on www.readingeggs.co.uk.  There are also lots of great stories online, including 
CBeebies Stories. https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection
http://www.readingeggs.co.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories


Maths: Number Bonds Session 1 (30 - 45 minutes)
First 
Join in with this number pairs to 10 song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZi-6_-Uhwc

Next
Before starting the main part of the session, please ask your child to cut out the Numicon pieces on the 
next page.  Children at school may wish to use the plastic Numicon (see next page to see what the 
children will need).  Watch Mrs Rich’s video, where she will read ‘Ten Red Apples’ by Pat Hutchins and 
show you how we can write about this story using number bond addition facts.  She will also show you 
how to make 10 using Numicon and tell you about the Numicon number bonds activity for today. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhvW9FLEXIE.  The video lasts 25 minutes.

Then
How many different ways can you make 10 using the Numicon?  Make sure that you count the holes to 
check that your answer makes 10.   You can only use two pieces each time.  Stick these on a piece of 
paper (or arrange on the table if you are using plastic Numicon at school) and write down your answer as 
a number facts addition, like Mrs Rich showed you in the video.  When you have finished, ask an adult to 
show you the slide with the answers.  Are there any that you missed?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZi-6_-Uhwc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhvW9FLEXIE


Numicon for you to cut out for 
the activity today.



10 + 0
0 + 10

The answers!  Have you 
missed any number bonds?

9 + 1
1 + 9

8 + 2
2 + 8

7 + 3
3 + 7

6 + 4
4 + 6

5 + 5



Maths: Number Bonds Session 2 (30 - 45 minutes)

First
Join in with this number bonds song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdPA2YHIdqU

Next
Listen to this wonderful story, called ‘How the crayons saved the rainbow’: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iymEq4zYp44.  Then watch Mrs Rich’s video, where she will show you 

how to make a number bonds rainbow.  The numbers at the beginning and end of each colour make a 

number bond to 10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03FCGW1zvME.

Mrs Rich’s video lasts 10 minutes.

Then
Make your own number bonds rainbow and write the matching number bonds, like Mrs Rich showed you. 

You can either colour in the paper on the next page, or draw / paint the rainbow and write the numbers 

underneath.  There is a page for you to check that your picture is right after that.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdPA2YHIdqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iymEq4zYp44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03FCGW1zvME
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/






Maths: Number Bonds Session 3 (30 - 45 minutes)

First
Join in with the number bonds song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdPA2YHIdqU

Next
Before you start the video, your child needs a tens frame and counters in two different colours.  There is a 
paper version to cut out for the children at home.  The children at school have these in their packs.  The 
children will also need something to write on to play Number Bonds Bingo with Muddles!  Mrs Rich will 
then show you how we can use a tens frame to show number bonds to 10.  She will also tell you about 
the tens frame activity for you to try today. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOQQO1TOXag.
This video lasts 20 minutes.

Then
Use your paper tens frame and counters (or plastic tens frame if you are in school) to explore how you 
can put the two different colours on the tens frame to make 10.  Then choose your challenge level to 
complete, drawing small circles on the worksheet to show the different ways that you can make ten on a 
tens frame, like Mrs Rich showed you in the video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdPA2YHIdqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOQQO1TOXag


Tens Frame



Counters to 
cut out for your
tens frame.  Cut 

these out in strips 
first, and then cut 
across.  You don’t 
need to cut round 

each circle.



Example: We have coloured in 
2 orange and 8 green.

2 8 10

Session 3 Challenge Level 1

Use your tens frames to make 10 using 
your counters.  Show what you have 
made each time by drawing and 
colouring in circles on these tens 
frames and writing the number bond 
addition underneath.  Make sure that 
you use two different colours.



Example: We have coloured in 
2 orange and 8 green.

2 8 10

Session 3 Challenge Level 2

Use your tens frames to make 10 using 
your counters.  Show what you have 
made each time by drawing and 
colouring in circles on these tens 
frames and writing the number bond 
addition underneath.  Make sure that 
you use two different colours.



Example: We have coloured in 
2 orange and 8 green.

2 8 10

Session 3 Challenge Level 3

Use your tens frames to make 10 using 
your counters.  Show what you have 
made each time by drawing and 
colouring in circles on these tens 
frames and writing the number bond 
addition underneath.  Make sure that 
you use two different colours.



Maths: Number Bonds Session 4 (30 - 45 minutes)

First
Listen to the story ‘Ten in the bed’ by Penny Dale: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-pWJ3kUTsg
and join in with the 10 in the bed song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdDypyS_5zE

Watch Mrs Rich’s video, where she will tell you about the ten in the bed number bonds activity for today: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY4Orr8gSYM.  This video lasts around 5 minutes.

Then
Count the number of bears that are in the bed and out of the bed on the next page.  Write this as a 
number bonds addition.  There are two challenge levels to choose from.

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-pWJ3kUTsg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdDypyS_5zE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY4Orr8gSYM
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


10 in the bed number bonds
Challenge Level 1

Can you write a number sentence about each 
picture of  teddy bears?



10 in the bed number bonds 
Challenge Level 2

• Can you write a number sentence about each picture of  teddy bears? 
• Can you draw two more pictures with a different number of bears in the 

bed and on the floor and write the number bond next to it?



Maths: Number Bonds Session 5 (20 - 30 minutes)

First
Join in with this number bonds song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-74-_3WSrD0

Next
How many number bonds number facts can you remember from this week?  See how many of the stars 
you can complete on the number bonds star sheet. Look back at the number bonds rainbow on session 2 
to check your answers.

Then
Have a go at the number bonds to 10 hunt. There are 10 hidden number bonds to find!

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-74-_3WSrD0
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Number Bond Stars Quiz

How many number bonds can you 
remember?  

What do you add to each of these 
numbers to make 10?

Look back at the number bonds 
rainbow on session 2 to check your 
answers.



Number Bonds to 10 hunt!
• There are 11 number bonds in this square for you 

to find.  We have done one for you. 1+9 = 10, so 
this is a number bond to 10.

• Use a coloured pencil or pen to show us where 
they are.  If you can’t print, show an adult when 
you find a number bond.  

• They are hidden going across, down and 
diagonally.

• There must be an add sign + between the two 
numbers.





Understanding the world

This week we will be learning about minibeasts.  Please start by watching these two short 
videos about minibeasts:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011n1mp

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6882hv/articles/z9fkwmn

On the next few pages are some wonderful photos of  minibeasts to look at and talk about.  
We would then like you to go on a minibeast hunt. Very carefully look in the sky, on and 
under leaves, rocks and bark, on trees and flowers.  Make sure that you don’t touch them 
and be very quiet around them, so that you don’t scare them away.  

• Can you use the identification page to help you to find out the names of  the things that 
you have found?  

• Can you find one of  every type?  
• Can you take some photos of  what you have found?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011n1mp
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6882hv/articles/z9fkwmn








Minibeast
Identification

What have you found?

Can you find at least 
one of each?



Art

Click on this link and follow the instructions to learn how to draw your own mermaid, or 
merboy.   Then colour her or him in using pens, crayons or paint.  There are some 

pictures on the next two pages, to give you some ideas. 
Can you think of  a name for your character?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sEb-l-4AG4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sEb-l-4AG4






Music

Our sea themed songs to enjoy this week are:

The Mermaid Song 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9e3eP7uA4A

Part of your world (The Little Mermaid) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6Ol7VsZGk4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9e3eP7uA4A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6Ol7VsZGk4


Physical Development

Joe Wicks P.E. lessons.  This is no longer on every day, but there are lots of  past 
sessions to watch, including the dressing up Fridays!

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html

Our dance routine to learn this week is:
The Circus  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1ac1-BcTow&list=PL35PRZ93EfKm60oxZWbqyDOhP_4mda450&index=3

Our Cosmic Kids Yoga Story this week is:
Mimi the Mermaid

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1UcBGlIf50&list=PL8snGkhBF7njTT4a7uqDiUB1qPBI4ZOBL&index=30

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1ac1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1ac1-BcTow&list=PL35PRZ93EfKm60oxZWbqyDOhP_4mda450&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1UcBGlIf50&list=PL8snGkhBF7njTT4a7uqDiUB1qPBI4ZOBL&index=30

